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Recognizing the exaggeration ways to acquire this books Open Powerpoint.htm
is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this
info. acquire the Open Powerpoint.htm belong to that we present here and
check out the link.

You could buy guide Open Powerpoint.htm or get it as soon as feasible. You
could speedily download this Open Powerpoint.htm after getting deal. So,
behind you require the books swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its
fittingly no question easy and consequently fats, isnt it? You have to favor
to in this heavens
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Introduction

Free PDF Books and
Manuals for Download:
Unlocking Knowledge at
Your Fingertips In
todays fast-paced
digital age, obtaining
valuable knowledge has
become easier than ever.
Thanks to the internet,
a vast array of books
and manuals are now
available for free
download in PDF format.
Whether you are a
student, professional,
or simply an avid
reader, this treasure
trove of downloadable
resources offers a
wealth of information,
conveniently accessible
anytime, anywhere. The
advent of online
libraries and platforms
dedicated to sharing
knowledge has
revolutionized the way
we consume information.
No longer confined to

physical libraries or
bookstores, readers can
now access an extensive
collection of digital
books and manuals with
just a few clicks. These
resources, available in
PDF, Microsoft Word, and
PowerPoint formats,
cater to a wide range of
interests, including
literature, technology,
science, history, and
much more. One notable
platform where you can
explore and download
free Open Powerpoint.htm
PDF books and manuals is
the internets largest
free library. Hosted
online, this catalog
compiles a vast
assortment of documents,
making it a veritable
goldmine of knowledge.
With its easy-to-use
website interface and
customizable PDF
generator, this platform
offers a user-friendly
experience, allowing
individuals to
effortlessly navigate
and access the
information they seek.
The availability of free
PDF books and manuals on
this platform
demonstrates its
commitment to
democratizing education
and empowering
individuals with the
tools needed to succeed
in their chosen fields.
It allows anyone,
regardless of their
background or financial
limitations, to expand
their horizons and gain
insights from experts in
various disciplines. One
of the most significant
advantages of
downloading PDF books
and manuals lies in
their portability.
Unlike physical copies,
digital books can be

stored and carried on a
single device, such as a
tablet or smartphone,
saving valuable space
and weight. This
convenience makes it
possible for readers to
have their entire
library at their
fingertips, whether they
are commuting,
traveling, or simply
enjoying a lazy
afternoon at home.
Additionally, digital
files are easily
searchable, enabling
readers to locate
specific information
within seconds. With a
few keystrokes, users
can search for keywords,
topics, or phrases,
making research and
finding relevant
information a breeze.
This efficiency saves
time and effort,
streamlining the
learning process and
allowing individuals to
focus on extracting the
information they need.
Furthermore, the
availability of free PDF
books and manuals
fosters a culture of
continuous learning. By
removing financial
barriers, more people
can access educational
resources and pursue
lifelong learning,
contributing to personal
growth and professional
development. This
democratization of
knowledge promotes
intellectual curiosity
and empowers individuals
to become lifelong
learners, promoting
progress and innovation
in various fields. It is
worth noting that while
accessing free Open
Powerpoint.htm PDF books
and manuals is
convenient and cost-
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effective, it is vital
to respect copyright
laws and intellectual
property rights.
Platforms offering free
downloads often operate
within legal boundaries,
ensuring that the
materials they provide
are either in the public
domain or authorized for
distribution. By
adhering to copyright
laws, users can enjoy
the benefits of free
access to knowledge
while supporting the
authors and publishers
who make these resources
available. In
conclusion, the
availability of Open
Powerpoint.htm free PDF
books and manuals for
download has
revolutionized the way
we access and consume
knowledge. With just a
few clicks, individuals
can explore a vast
collection of resources
across different
disciplines, all free of
charge. This
accessibility empowers
individuals to become
lifelong learners,
contributing to personal
growth, professional
development, and the
advancement of society
as a whole. So why not
unlock a world of
knowledge today? Start
exploring the vast sea
of free PDF books and
manuals waiting to be
discovered right at your
fingertips.

FAQs About Open
Powerpoint.htm Books

How do I know which
eBook platform is the
best for me? Finding the
best eBook platform

depends on your reading
preferences and device
compatibility. Research
different platforms,
read user reviews, and
explore their features
before making a choice.
Are free eBooks of good
quality? Yes, many
reputable platforms
offer high-quality free
eBooks, including
classics and public
domain works. However,
make sure to verify the
source to ensure the
eBook credibility. Can I
read eBooks without an
eReader? Absolutely!
Most eBook platforms
offer webbased readers
or mobile apps that
allow you to read eBooks
on your computer,
tablet, or smartphone.
How do I avoid digital
eye strain while reading
eBooks? To prevent
digital eye strain, take
regular breaks, adjust
the font size and
background color, and
ensure proper lighting
while reading eBooks.
What the advantage of
interactive eBooks?
Interactive eBooks
incorporate multimedia
elements, quizzes, and
activities, enhancing
the reader engagement
and providing a more
immersive learning
experience. Open
Powerpoint.htm is one of
the best book in our
library for free trial.
We provide copy of Open
Powerpoint.htm in
digital format, so the
resources that you find
are reliable. There are
also many Ebooks of
related with Open
Powerpoint.htm. Where to
download Open
Powerpoint.htm online
for free? Are you
looking for Open

Powerpoint.htm PDF? This
is definitely going to
save you time and cash
in something you should
think about. If you
trying to find then
search around for
online. Without a doubt
there are numerous these
available and many of
them have the freedom.
However without doubt
you receive whatever you
purchase. An alternate
way to get ideas is
always to check another
Open Powerpoint.htm.
This method for see
exactly what may be
included and adopt these
ideas to your book. This
site will almost
certainly help you save
time and effort, money
and stress. If you are
looking for free books
then you really should
consider finding to
assist you try this.
Several of Open
Powerpoint.htm are for
sale to free while some
are payable. If you
arent sure if the books
you would like to
download works with for
usage along with your
computer, it is possible
to download free trials.
The free guides make it
easy for someone to free
access online library
for download books to
your device. You can get
free download on free
trial for lots of books
categories. Our library
is the biggest of these
that have literally
hundreds of thousands of
different products
categories represented.
You will also see that
there are specific sites
catered to different
product types or
categories, brands or
niches related with Open
Powerpoint.htm. So
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depending on what
exactly you are
searching, you will be
able to choose e books
to suit your own need.
Need to access
completely for Campbell
Biology Seventh Edition
book? Access Ebook
without any digging. And
by having access to our
ebook online or by
storing it on your
computer, you have
convenient answers with
Open Powerpoint.htm To
get started finding Open
Powerpoint.htm, you are
right to find our
website which has a
comprehensive collection
of books online. Our
library is the biggest
of these that have
literally hundreds of
thousands of different
products represented.
You will also see that
there are specific sites
catered to different
categories or niches
related with Open
Powerpoint.htm So
depending on what
exactly you are
searching, you will be
able tochoose ebook to
suit your own need.
Thank you for reading
Open Powerpoint.htm.
Maybe you have knowledge
that, people have search
numerous times for their
favorite readings like
this Open
Powerpoint.htm, but end
up in harmful downloads.
Rather than reading a
good book with a cup of
coffee in the afternoon,
instead they juggled
with some harmful bugs
inside their laptop.
Open Powerpoint.htm is
available in our book
collection an online
access to it is set as
public so you can
download it instantly.

Our digital library
spans in multiple
locations, allowing you
to get the most less
latency time to download
any of our books like
this one. Merely said,
Open Powerpoint.htm is
universally compatible
with any devices to
read.
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life changing injuries
attitudes to injury and
life afterwards - Apr 02
2022
web life changing
injuries attitudes to
injury and life
afterwards attitudes to
injury and life
afterwards people we
interviewed said their
injuries had changed
their lives in both
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Jul 17 2023
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery offers us help
for some of the most
difficult times of our
lives when we are caring
for others or when we or
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Aug 26 2021
web jun 3 2023   living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery english
edition by christopher r
brigham md cup of tea in
the night instead they
are
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
- Aug 18 2023
web sep 8 2014   living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery offers
us help for some of the
most difficult times of

our lives when we or
someone we love are
everything you need to
know about the new covid
boosters - Nov 28 2021
web sep 13 2023   1 why
do federal health
officials think
americans need another
round of covid boosters
just as the flu vaccine
is updated every year to
target the viruses
likely
book review living abled
and healthy your guide
to injury - Nov 09 2022
web mar 1 2015  
published by healthy
living publishing llc
kailua hawaii 2015the
physician and policy
wonk nortin hadler in
his thought provoking
book stabbed in the
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illn - May 15 2023
web in an easy to read
presentation living
abled and healthy
provides insights
knowledge and resources
for dealing with our
most challenging medical
legal insurance
disability
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Sep 26 2021
web jun 18 2023   living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery english
edition by christopher r
brigham md your step by
step guide to a longer
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury
illness recovery - Oct
08 2022
web living abled and
healthy book read
reviews from world s
largest community for
readers living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recove
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living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
- Oct 28 2021
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and if you ally
dependence such a
referred living abled
and healthy your guide
to injury and ebook that
will find the
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Sep 07 2022
web buy living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery by brigham
christopher r bennett
henry online on amazon
ae at best prices fast
and free
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness recovery - Jun
04 2022
web sep 8 2014   living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery by
christopher r brigham md
henry bennett click here
for the lowest price
paperback
living abled and healthy
youtube - Mar 13 2023
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery provides
insights and resources
for dealing with the
most challenging medical
legal ins
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Dec 10 2022
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery brigham
christopher r bennett
henry 9780963445421
books amazon ca
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
isabel - Jan 31 2022
web living abled and
healthy your guide to

injury and this is
likewise one of the
factors by obtaining the
soft documents of this
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury
10 helpful ways to live
with an injury
theayurveda - Mar 01
2022
web mar 15 2018   10
helpful ways to live
with an injury by
editorial team march 15
2018 0 261 here you go 1
stick to your yoga 2
getting dressed 3 make
your home a
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness recovery - Feb
12 2023
web jan 2 2017   living
abled and healthy book
read reviews from world
s largest community for
readers living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recove
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Dec 30 2021
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery english edition
by christopher r brigham
md living healthy your
guide to beauty food
fitness and diet
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Apr 14 2023
web may 18 2023   living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery offers
us help for some of the
most difficult times of
our lives when we or
someone we
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Jan 11 2023
web abebooks com living
abled and healthy your
guide to injury and
illness recovery

9780963445421 by
christopher r brigham md
henry bennett and a
great selection of
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Jun 16 2023
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery brigham
christopher r bennett
henry amazon co uk books
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness alibris - May 03
2022
web health fitness pain
management living abled
and healthy your guide
to injury and illness
recovery by christopher
r brigham henry bennett
write the first customer
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Jul 05 2022
web buy living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery by christopher
r brigham md henry
bennett 2014 paperback
by isbn from amazon s
book
living abled and healthy
your guide to injury and
illness - Aug 06 2022
web living abled and
healthy your guide to
injury and illness
recovery offers us help
for some of the most
difficult times of our
lives when we or someone
we love are injured or
mpsc mcscce 2014 mpsc
manipur - May 23 2022
web feb 21 2014  
examination venue 15 04
2014 reschdule of prelim
exam 22 04 2014 answer
key 24 04 2014 final
answer key for prelim
exam 13 05 2014 prelim
result 14 05 2014
addendum to prelim
result 16 05 2014 score
sheet of prelim exam 23
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05 2014 time table for
main examination 28 06
2014 cut off marks for
general english
mpsc - Jun 23 2022
web nov 3 2023   police
sub inspector main
examination 2014 roll
number of qualified
candidates 27 02 2015
659 108 2014 police sub
inspector preliminary
examination 2014 23 07
2014 660
mpsc preliminary exam
2014 uniport edu ng -
Apr 21 2022
web sep 10 2023   mpsc
preliminary exam 2014 1
10 downloaded from
uniport edu ng on
september 10 2023 by
guest mpsc preliminary
exam 2014 right here we
have countless books
mpsc preliminary exam
2014 and collections to
check out we
additionally meet the
expense of variant types
and also type of the
books to browse
mpsc question papers
mpsc answer keys of
prelims - Mar 01 2023
web mpsc prelims
question papers 2016
2018 the preliminary
exam in mpsc state
service exam comprises
paper 1 objective type
mcqs paper 2 csat
objective type mcqs from
the links given below
you can download mpsc
prelims question papers
and answer key pdfs
mpsc preliminary exam
2014 uniport edu ng -
Feb 17 2022
web sep 1 2023   mpsc
preliminary exam 2014 1
8 downloaded from
uniport edu ng on
september 1 2023 by
guest mpsc preliminary
exam 2014 getting the
books mpsc preliminary
exam 2014 now is not

type of challenging
means you could not and
no one else going in the
same way as book
accretion or library or
borrowing from your
download mppsc 2014
prelims paper mppsc
prelims papers mppsc -
Oct 08 2023
web apr 23 2018   last
updated on october 8
2022 friends here you
can download solve mppsc
2014 prelims paper 1
with this online test we
are trying to give you a
feel of 2 hours real
test you can also solve
free mppsc
mppsc 2014 previous
paper with solution and
full analysis mppsc -
Oct 28 2022
web nov 3 2020   mppsc
2014 previous paper with
solution and full
analysis mppsc prelims
preparation� � � �� �� �
�� � � � � exam �
mpsc selection process
2023 prelims main
interview stages - Mar
21 2022
web oct 30 2023   mpsc
preliminary exam it
starts with the
preliminary examination
in which candidates need
to appear for an offline
mcq test of 400 marks
divided into 2 papers of
200 marks each and 2
hours time allotted for
each paper candidates
need to appear for both
the papers to qualify
the prelims examination
mppsc previous year
question answer paper
pre mains pdf - Aug 06
2023
web with the help of the
mppsc question paper
from the previous year
know your obtained marks
and compare them with
the mppsc state service
cut off marks you will

also get aware of the
important topics asked
in the exam by going
through the mppsc
previous year paper pdf
on a regular basis
mpsc - Jul 05 2023
web nov 3 2023   33 36
2023 adv no 033 to 36
2023 maharashtra
subordinate services non
gazetted group b main
examination 2022 paper 1
question paper 07 10
2023 5 032 2023 adv no
032 2023 assistant
section officer limited
departmental competitive
examination 2023 paper 1
26 09 2023
mpsc previous year
question paper download
answer key - Dec 30 2022
web may 30 2023   mpsc
forest service mains
exam 2014 official paper
ii held on 09 aug 2015
download here 18 mpsc
forest service prelims
exam official paper held
on 27 apr 2014 download
here 19 mpsc forest
service prelims exam
official paper held on
05 may 2012 download
here 20 mpsc forest
service prelims exam
manipur psc previous
year papers download
free pdf s - Jul 25 2022
web manipur psc previous
year papers download
free pdf with solution
get manipur psc previous
year papers free pdfs
here know the importance
of attempting these
previous question papers
check out the manipur
psc exam pattern as well
englishhindi get started
exams supercoaching live
classes free test series
previous year papers
skill
answer keys of
examinations mpsc - Nov
28 2022
web nov 3 2023   state
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service preliminary
examination 2014 paper 1
first key 06 02 2014 375
na 2014 state service
preliminary examination
2014 paper 2 first key
06 02 2014 376
mpsc recruitment 2014
apply for 433 state
civil services posts -
Apr 02 2023
web apr 24 2014  
maharashtra public
service commission mpsc
433 state civil services
recruitment 2014
notification eligibility
criteria selection
procedure pay scale
admit card download date
and other study
download mp psc 2014
2015 preliminary exam
solved - Jun 04 2023
web may 10 2015   if you
are looking for solved
question paper of madhya
pradesh public service
commission mp psc
preliminary exam 2014
which was held on 9 may
2015 then this post is
going to help you a lot
the paper was held in
following manner 10 00
am to 12 00 noon general
studies subject code 1
paper with 100 questions
maximum
mpsc question papers
with answers pdf
download 2011 2023 - Sep
07 2023
web aug 27 2023   mpsc
has conducted the
gazetted civil services
prelims examination 2023
on 4 june 2023 it was
divided into two papers
gs paper 1 and csat
paper 2 candidates can
download the mpsc
rajyaseva prelims 2023
question paper from the
links given below here
mpsc previous year
papers download pdf of
2011 to 2022 - May 03
2023

web mar 23 2023   mpsc
previous year papers
download pdf of 2011 to
2022 papers mpsc
previous year papers
check the mpsc previous
year papers from 2011 to
2022 to get an idea
about the mpsc exam
pattern candidates can
download mpsc previous
year question paper pdf
links vishal published
on march 23rd 2023
mppsc state engineering
service preliminary exam
2014 - Jan 31 2023
web aug 16 2016   total
868 candidates have been
provisionally
shortlisted for the
assistant engineer posts
on the basis of mppsc
state engineering
service preliminary exam
2014 held on 15
september 2015 and 07 08
maharashtra public
service commission exams
schedule 2014 announced
- Aug 26 2022
web dec 18 2013   the
preliminary exam for the
post of sales tax
inspectors class iii
officers will be
conducted by mpsc in the
month of july 2014 while
the main examination
will be held on 23
november
mpsc rajyaseva
preliminary exam 2014
questions papers 1 - Sep
26 2022
web jan 20 2020   paper
paper 1 mpsc general
studies paper questions
paper mpsc rajyaseva
preliminary exam 2014
questions papers 1 1
which of the following
plays mahasarkar govt
tenders jobs news
updates
understanding
parallelogram law of
vector addition - Sep 05
2022

web feb 23 2023  
recently i ve been
adding vectors using the
parallelogram law and
the maths is trivial
however i can t
understand the
underlying principals
what allows us to move a
vector such that the
tail meets the head of
the other vector why can
we move the vector to a
new starting position
like this furthermore
why does the
parallelogram law
5 1 vector addition and
subtraction graphical
methods - May 13 2023
web the following steps
describe how to use the
head to tail method for
graphical vector
addition let the x axis
represent the east west
direction using a ruler
and protractor draw an
arrow to represent the
first vector nine blocks
to the east as shown in
figure 5 3 a
addition of vectors
definition method of
additions formula - Nov
07 2022
web nov 12 2023   the
addition of vectors is
accomplished
geometrically but not
algebraically vector
quantities should behave
as independent of each
other quantities before
the addition from the
vector addition we only
conclude the resultant
of a number of vectors
propagated on a body
from vector addition we
obtain the resultant
vector which is
vector addition vectors
vector components
equations phet - Dec 08
2022
web explore vectors in
1d or 2d and discover
how vectors add together
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specify vectors in
cartesian or polar
coordinates and see the
magnitude angle and
components of each
vector experiment with
vector equations and
compare vector sums and
differences
vector addition the
physics classroom - Jan
09 2023
web vector addition goal
to understand the
principles of adding
vectors by the graphical
method and of adding
vectors by component
addition background two
or more vectors can be
added together to
determine a vector sum
or resultant two methods
of adding vectors are
the graphical or head to
tail method and the
trigonometric or
component
addition of vectors and
subtraction of vectors
solved examples - Jun 02
2022
web scalars and vectors
addition of vectors
vector addition and
subtraction the vector
addition is not as
straightforward as the
addition of scalars
vectors have both
magnitude and direction
and one cannot simply
add two vectors to
obtain their sum
vector addition
explanation examples the
story of - Jul 03 2022
web how to add two
vectors what is vector
addition two vectors a
and b can be added
together using vector
addition and the
resultant vector can be
written as r a b how to
add vectors graphically
we have to consider both
components of a vector
namely direction and

magnitude when using
vector addition
adding vectors
algebraically
graphically video khan
academy - Jul 15 2023
web lesson 1 vectors
vector intro for linear
algebra real coordinate
spaces adding vectors
algebraically
graphically multiplying
a vector by a scalar
vector examples scalar
multiplication unit
vectors intro add
vectors magnitude
direction to component
parametric
representations of lines
math linear algebra
vectors and spaces
3 2 vector addition and
subtraction graphical
methods - Mar 11 2023
web the graphical method
of adding vectors and
involves drawing vectors
on a graph and adding
them using the head to
tail method the
resultant vector is
defined such that b r
the magnitude and
direction of are then
determined with
vector addition formula
definition properties
examples - Sep 17 2023
web oct 19 2023   vector
addition in mathematics
is the fundamental
operation of vector
algebra that is used to
find the sum of two
vectors vectors are
mathematical quantities
that have magnitude and
direction a vector can
be represented by a line
with an arrow pointing
towards its direction
and its length
represents the magnitude
of the vector
component addition i e
analytical method of
vector addition - Aug 04
2022

web addition of three or
more right angle vectors
as our first example
consider the following
vector addition problem
example 1 a student
drives his car 6 0 km
north before making a
right hand turn and
driving 6 0 km to the
east finally the student
makes a left hand turn
and travels another 2 0
km to the north
vector addition the
physics classroom - Aug
16 2023
web vector addition is
one of the most common
vector operations that a
student of physics must
master when adding
vectors a head to tail
method is employed the
head of the second
vector is placed at the
tail of the first vector
and the head of the
third vector is placed
at the tail of the
second vector and so
forth until all vectors
have been
vector addition formula
vector sum addition of
vectors - Oct 18 2023
web if the vectors are
in the component form
then the vector sum
formula is a b a 1 b 1 a
2 b 2 a 3 b 3 if the two
vectors are arranged by
attaching the head of
one vector to the tail
of the other then their
sum is the vector that
joins the
vector addition
parallelogram and
triangle laws videos and
- Apr 12 2023
web answer according to
the parallelogram law of
vector addition if two
vectors vec a and vec b
represent two sides of a
parallelogram in
magnitude and direction
then their sum vec a vec
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b the diagonal of the
parallelogram through
their common point in
magnitude and direction
vector addition head to
tail method video
tutorial the - Feb 10
2023
web the vector addition
head to tail method
video tutorial explains
the principles that
underly the addition of
vector using a head to
tail approach numerous
examples and animations
are provided to give
deep meaning to the
concept of head to tail
addition
vector addition from
wolfram mathworld - Jun
14 2023
web nov 10 2023   vector
addition is the
operation of adding two
or more vectors together
into a vector sum the so
called parallelogram law
gives the rule for
vector addition of two
or more vectors for two
vectors a and b the
vector sum a b is
obtained by placing them
head to tail and drawing
the vector from the free
tail to the free head
parallelogram law and
vector addition
analytical method
vedantu - Feb 27 2022
web nov 7 2023   the
addition of physical

quantities through
mathematical operations
is called vector
addition vector addition
involves only the vector
quantities and not the
scalar quantities vector
quantities are added to
determine the resultant
direction and magnitude
of
vector addition
definition formula rules
examples - Oct 06 2022
web vector addition can
be defined as the
procedure of adding two
or more vectors vector
addition formula for
given points a b a 1 b 1
a 2 b 2 according to the
parallelogram law if two
vectors can be
represented as two
adjacent sides from a
common vertex and then
completed as if they are
forming a parallelogram
then the sum can be
addition of vectors laws
graphical representation
solved - May 01 2022
web nov 9 2023   vector
addition is commutative
by this principle the
order of vectors to be
added does not impact
the result of the
addition let two vectors
p and q be added
together then p q q p
vector addition is
distributive it suggests
the sum of two vectors
equals the sum of the

scalar times of the two
vectors singularly
parallelogram law of
vector addition
geeksforgeeks - Mar 31
2022
web oct 16 2023   vector
addition is a
mathematical operation
that combines two or
more vectors to produce
a new vector called
resultant vector while
we can simply add any
two scalar quantities
but while adding the two
vectors we need to be
careful about their
direction which are
given by their unit
vectors
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